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Pyramidal Atoms: Berylliumlike Hollow States.
Marianne Dahlerup Poulsen and Lars Bojer Madsen
Department of Physis and Astronomy, University of Aarhus, 8000 Århus C, Denmark
Based on the idea that four exited eletrons arrange themselves around the nuleus in the or-
ners of a pyramid in order to minimize their mutual repulsion, we present an analytial model of
quadruply exited states. The model shows exellent omparison with ab initio results and provides
a lear physial piture of the intrinsi motion of the four eletrons. The model is used to predit
onguration-mixing frations and spetra of these highly orrelated states.
PACS numbers: 31.10.+z,31.25.-v
Desribing eletron orrelations in terms of simple
physial pitures requires an understanding of the inter-
eletroni interation whih goes beyond numerial di-
agonalization of the Hamiltonian of the system. The
study of eletron-eletron orrelation in multiply exited
states has ontributed a lot to this understanding and
in the eighties group theoretial [1, 2℄, moleular adia-
bati [3℄, and hyperspherial [4℄ approahes led to an un-
derstanding of doubly exited states in terms of approxi-
mate quantum numbers assoiated with angular and ra-
dial orrelations. In the nineties advanes in light soures
stimulated researh on triply exited hollow states in Li
(see Ref. [5℄ for a reent review). In partiular, theoret-
ial models referred to as the three-eletron ionization
ladder [6, 7℄, the normal mode analysis [8, 9, 10℄, and
the symmetri rotor [11, 12, 13℄ onrmed the appealing
physial piture for the lowest-lying triply exited states
that the three eletrons be arranged in an equilateral
triangle oplanar with the nuleus situated in the en-
ter, and identied the magneti quantum number with
respet to the body-xed z axis as approximately on-
served.
Current interest in multiply exited states is strongly
stimulated by further development of synhrotron radi-
ation soures and free-eletron lasers providing unpree-
dented brightness in the uv and xuv and therefore read-
ily aess to the spetral region of interest. Suess-
ful aess to hollow lithium states [5℄ makes studies of
quadruply exited states a natural next step in this de-
velopment. Sofar there are no experiments and only very
few theoretial studies on these systems. One work [14℄
onsidered the lowest-lying quadruply exited
5
S
o
state
in Be by multiongurational Hartree-Fok alulations
while two other works [15, 16℄ presented a lassiation
sheme based on symmetry onsiderations. Hene, in
view of experimental advanes, it seems timely to aim
at a better understanding in the form of physial im-
ages, inluding geometry, symmetry onsiderations and
eletroni motion for highly orrelated four-eletron sys-
tems. Here we shall onentrate on intra-shell states with
the eletrons onned to the same shell. These states
are interesting sine the dominant ongurations of the
lowest-lying quadruply exited berylliumlike states are
intra-shell states.
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Figure 1: Thresholds and the lowest quadruply exited
3
P
e
state in Be. The insert to the right shows, in the body-xed
frame, the physial piture on whih our model is based. The
nuleus is loated in the origin and the irles denote the
eletrons.
Figure 1 shows the thresholds in Be, the lowest
3
P
e
quadruply exited resonane state and an insert of the
physial piture on whih our model is based. We note
that while two and three eletrons are onned to a line
and a plane, respetively, the extent of four randomly
plaed eletrons is three dimensional. Furthermore, the
eletron-eletron orrelations are expeted to be stronger
when more eletrons interat. Therefore, researh on
these states opens new possibilities to test theoretial ap-
proximations for orrelated eletron motion.
We onsider the Coulombi system of four eletrons
moving in the eld of a point-like nuleus of harge Z
orresponding to the nonrelativisti Hamiltonian
Hˆ =
4∑
j=1
(−~2
2µ
∇2j −
Ze2
rj
)
+
∑
i<j
e2
|~ri − ~rj |
, (1)
where µ is the redued eletron mass and e is the ele-
tron harge. The eletron-eletron interation ompli-
ates the problem sine the potential is not diagonal in a
2basis of antisymmetrized produts of single-eletron on-
gurations. Consequently, single-eletron quantum num-
bers are not onserved and the eigenfuntions are rep-
resented as superpositions of ongurations. Our model
aounts for the eletron-eletron interation by assum-
ing the wave funtion be a produt of arefully hosen
one-eletron states. Furthermore, the ansatz for the wave
funtion must be supplemented to take into aount basi
quantum symmetries (parity, spin, et.)
The Coulomb repulsion between the four eletrons is
minimized when they are plaed in the verties of a reg-
ular tetrahedron (see Fig. 1). In this onguration the
interation between any eletron and the remaining three
is represented by a repulsive eletri eld along the dire-
tion, ξ, of the eletron onsidered with respet to the nu-
leus. Hene, the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) an be approx-
imated by a sum of hydrogeni Hamiltonians perturbed
by weak external eletri elds ausing only intra-shell
transitions. The eigenstates of the hydrogeni Hamilto-
nian perturbed by a weak external eletri eld are the
polarized Stark states, |nkm〉, desribed by the prini-
pal, paraboli and azimuthal quantum numbers denoted
n, k and m, respetively [17℄. The wave funtion there-
fore splits up into a produt of one-eletron states whih
is the simplest possible way to represent a many-partile
wave funtion. Thus, the basi idea in the model is that
the inter-eletroni interation tends to stabilize the ele-
trons in individual Stark states (see Refs. [18, 19℄ for two
and [11℄ for three eletron ases). The paraboli quantum
number, k, may be assoiated with the eletri dipole mo-
ment of the atom through the relation pz =
3
2Z
enk [17℄.
Hene, the largest energy shift and thus the lowest-lying
state for eah n is obtained when the Stark states are
maximally polarized along ξi, |n, k = n − 1,m = 0〉ξi .
The ansatz for the wave funtion is therefore
|ΥR〉 = |nn−10〉ξ1|nn−10〉ξ2|nn−10〉ξ3|nn−10〉ξ4 , (2)
with ξj the diretion of the jth eletron with respet to
the nuleus. Quantum numbers in kets without a sub-
sript refer to quantization along the z axis so the ele-
tron on this axis is represented by the state |nn − 10〉.
The other three states, |nn−10〉ξq , q = 1, 2, 3, are related
to it via rotations |nn− 10〉ξq = R
(
q 2pi
3
,Φ, 0
)
|nn− 10〉 =
e−iq
2pi
3
Lˆze−iΦLˆy |nn − 10〉 , with Φ = 109.5o the inter-
eletroni angle as seen from the nuleus (see Fig. 1).
The wave funtion |ΥR〉 is anisotropi sine the ele-
trons are oriented. As a onsequene of this break of
rotational symmetry, |ΥR〉 is not an eigenstate of Lˆ
2
and
Lˆz. Contrary, the rotational average over Euler angles
ω = (α, β, γ)
|ΥLMMIpiR 〉 =
∫ 2pi
0
dα
∫ 2pi
0
dγ
∫ pi
0
dβ sinβDLMMI (ω)
∗|ΥR〉ω ,
(3)
is so [12℄. Here π denotes the parity and MI , is the
magneti quantum number with respet to the body-
xed z axis. In moleular theory this is an important
quantum number speifying the rotational state of the
moleule. Sine the Hamiltonian is spin-independent the
total wave funtion is simply a produt of the spatial
funtion, |ΥLMMIpiR 〉, and a spin funtion, |χ
S12S34S
Ms
〉. The
spin funtion speies the total spin, S, of the four ele-
trons and its projetion, Ms, whih are both onserved
quantities. The indies, S12 and S34, refer to the interme-
diate spins arising from oupling the spin of the rst and
seond and the third and fourth eletron, respetively.
The total wave funtion is obtained by antisymmetrizing
the produt state |ΥLMMIpiR 〉|χ
S12S34S
Ms
〉,
|ΨLMMIpi,SMsR,S12S34 〉 = A
[
|ΥLMMIpiR 〉|χ
S12S34S
Ms
〉
]
, (4)
where A is the four-partile antisymmetrization opera-
tor. The nal expression for the four-eletron state is
|ΨLMMIpi,SMsR 〉 = N
∑
i={S12S34}
|ΨLMMIpi,SMsR,i 〉 , with
N being a normalization onstant. The possible values
of intermediate spins, S12 and S34, are determined by
~S = ~S12 + ~S34 added as angular momentum operators.
Our model provides an analytial expression for the
wave funtion desribing quadruply exited intra-shell
states of the four-eletron atom and gives a simple
physial image of the atomi states. To test the
quality of the model, onguration-mixing frations
are ompared with ab initio results. We expand
the ansatz in the spherial basis |ΨLMMIpi,SMsR 〉 =∑
l¯µ¯m¯s
c(l¯µ¯m¯s, LMMIπ, SMs)
∏
4
i=1 |liµimsi〉, (p¯ =
(p1, p2, p3, p4), p = (l, µ,ms)) with |Ψ
LMMIpi,SMs
R 〉 being
normalized suh that
∑
l¯µ¯m¯s
|c(l¯µ¯m¯s, LMMIπ, SMs)|
2 =
1. The onguration-mixing frations speifying the l
mixing between several multiplet states are dened as
PLMIpiS
l¯c
≡
∑
l¯∈l¯c
∑
µ¯m¯s
|c(l¯µ¯m¯s, LMMIπ, SMs)|
2 , (5)
where l¯c = (l1l2l3l4)c denotes the l-onguration
regardless of permutation, e.g., (sppp)c =
{sppp, pspp, ppsp, ppps}. For n = 2 the pyramidal
states are shown in Fig.2(b). The mixing frations
for
3
P
e
and
1
D
e
are 0.9 s
2
p
2
and 0.1 p
4
. The other
terms have only a single onguration (sp
3
). Table
I shows a omparison between the mixing frations
predited within the model and from multiongura-
tional Hartree-Fok alulations [14℄. The model not
only predits the trend in the mixing frations, but
atually ompares very well with the ongurational
alulations. The onvining agreement in the pre-
ditions shows that our four-eletron model aounts
for the strong eletron-eletron orrelations within the
quadruply exited intra-shell states. Table II shows
onguration-mixing frations for all terms with L ≤ 4
within the n = 3 shell for whih the pyramidal shape
is aessible [15, 16℄. The mixing frations are seen
to be strongly spin dependent. As a onsequene of
3Table I: Conguration-mixing frations in Be for the most important intra-shell onguration states of
5
S
o
symmetry. SR denotes
preditions within the present symmetri rotor model, and MCHF denotes multiongurational Hartree-Fok alulations [14℄.
5
S
o
n=3 n=4 n=5 n=6
Conguration SR MCHF SR MCHF SR MCHF SR MCHF
sp
3
0.94 0.90 0.81 0.76 0.67 0.66 0.55 0.59
spd
2
0.063 0.084 0.15 0.18 0.20 0.21 0.23 0.23
sd
2
f 0.013 0.0081 0.039 0.040 0.068 0.053
p
2
df 0.022 0.032 0.057 0.058 0.091 0.078
pdf
2
0.0014 0.0025 0.0085 0.0081 0.021 0.017
d
3
f 0.0022 0.0025 0.0097 0.0064 0.021 0.012
Pauli statistis some ongurations are even forbidden
for aessible terms. Furthermore, there is a notable
dierene between the mixing frations for quadruply
exited states and those for triply exited states [12℄:
Contrary to triply exited states, the mixing frations
for quadruply exited intra-shell states do not depend
on MI . This reets the three dimensional symmetry
of the regular tetrahedron (spherial top) ompared to
two dimensional symmetry of an equilateral triangle
(symmetri top).
The energy of a state within the symmetri rotor model
is given by 〈ΨLMIpiSR
∣∣∣Hˆ
∣∣∣ΨLMIpiSR 〉, i.e.,
ELMIpiSn = 4En +
∑
i<j
〈
ΨLMIpiSR
∣∣∣∣ e
2
rij
∣∣∣∣ΨLMIpiSR
〉
, (6)
with rij = |~ri − ~rj |. Here En is the Bohr energy and the
last term is the eletron-eletron interation energy. The
equality follows from the fat that the Stark states are
eigenstates of the single-partile part of the Hamiltonian
of Eq. (1).
Figure 2 shows the energies predited within our model
for the pyramidal states within n = 2 and for L ≤ 4
within the n = 3 shell. The energy inreases with in-
reasing L. Furthermore, we see the tendeny that the
energy inreases with inreasing spin, S, ontrary to the
behavior in ground states ongurations where the term
with the largest possible value of S for a given L has low-
est energy (Hund's rules). Finally, the energy levels split
up for dierent parity sine dierent parity requires dif-
ferent ongurations. We note that if the system is on-
sidered from a moleular viewpoint theMI-independene
of the onguration-mixing frations is expeted sine
the rotational energy of the spherial top moleule reads
E = 1
2I
L(L + 1), with I =
∑
imr
2
i being the moment
of inertia of the moleule. However, the L saling does
not follow this relation and it is lear from Eq. (6) that
rotationallike struture in exited atomi states is not as-
soiated with the kineti energy term as in a moleule,
but is exlusively due to the eletron-eletron interation.
The term,
〈
ΨLMIpiSR
∣∣∣ e2rij
∣∣∣ΨLMIpiSR
〉
, sales linearly with
the nulear harge, Z, due to the saling of the matrix
element of
1
rij
. Contrary, the spherial top model pre-
dits a Z2 saling of the energies due to the saling of
the moment of inertia.
In summary, we onstruted an analytial wave fun-
tion for quadruply exited states orresponding to the
ase where the four exited eletrons are in the orners
of a pyramid. By omparison with ab initio alulations,
we onrmed the auray of the model and, hene, the
appealing physial image of the orrelated motion of the
four eletrons. We predited onguration mixing fra-
tions for a number of states and generally found that a
labeling of states in terms of single ongurations is insuf-
ient. Finally, we alulated the spetrum of pyramidal
states within the seond and third prinipal shell and
ompared with the expetations obtained when viewing
the system as a moleularlike spherial rotor.
We propose to address pyramidal states by dipole
allowed light absorption transferring a fration of the
Be ground state population to the singly exited
Be(1s1s2s2p
1
P
o
) state by resonant laser exitation (5.277
eV). A synhrotron or a free eletron laser soure ould
then subsequently san through the region of quadruply
exited pyramidal states of
1
D
e
symmetry. A similar two-
olor tehnique was suessfully applied on triply exited
states in Li [20℄.
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